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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company plans to synchronize data between Dynamics 365 Supply
Chain management and Dynamics 365 Sales.
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the
statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer:
Explanation:
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/business-applications-releasenotes/april19/cdm-data-integration/cds-data-integrator

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following statements pertaining to fire
suppression systems is TRUE?
A. Water Based extinguisher are NOT an effective fire
suppression method for class C (electrical) fires.
B. CO2 systems are NOT effective because they suppress the
oxygen supply required to sustain the fire.
C. Halon is today the most common choice as far as agent are
concern because it is highly effective in the way that it
interferes with the chemical reaction of the elements within a
fire.
D. Gas masks provide an effective protection against use of CO2
systems. They are recommended for the protection of the
employees within data centers.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Water Based fire extinguishers should never be used on
Electrical Fire. If you do so,
it will probably the last time you use such an extinguisher to
put out an electrical fire as you will be
electrocuted. Any liquid based agent should be avoided for
Electrical Fire.
CO2 systems are effective because they suppress the oxygen
supply required to sustain the fire.
Since oxygen is removed, it can be potentially lethal to people
and gas masks do not provide
protection against CO2. These systems are more appropriate for
unattended facilities.
The Montreal Protocol of 1987 states that Halon has been
designated an ozone-depleting
substance and due to the risk to the environment production was
stopped January 1st, 1994.
Companies that still have Halon systems have been asked to
replace them with nontoxic
extinguishers. The name of the agreement is called The Montreal
Protocol.
Soda acid is an effective fire suppression method for common
combustibles and liquids, but not for
electrical fires.
TIP:
Do remember the name of the agreement that was signed in
Montreal where countries have
agreed to stop production of Halon, it is called: The Montreal
Protocol

A student of mine told me that he thinks about me when he wish
to remember the classes of fire,
that scared me off a bit but his explanations made a lot of
sense, here how he is using my first
name to remember the classes of fire. My name is CLEMENT but he
is using only the CLEM
portion:
C = Common Combustible
L = Liquid Fire
E = Electrical Fire
M = Metals that are flammable
HERE IS ANOTHER WAY TO REMEMBER THEM FROM HARRISON:
A - Ash (common combustible)
B - Bubble/Boil (Liquid)
C - Circuit (Electrical)
D - Metal. (Just remember it :)
Reference(s) used for this question:
HARRIS, Shon, All-In-One CISSP Certification Exam Guide,
McGraw-Hill/Osborne, 2002, chapter
6: Physical Security (page 313).

NEW QUESTION: 3
The shape used: Exclusively for stop signs is.
A. OCTAGON
B. TRIANGLE OR PENNANT
C. HORIZONTAL RECTANGLE
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
A customer is setting up their SNMP manager. Which commands can
they use to test the ability to collect SNMP data from their
cluster?
A. snmpd and ntpd
B. snmpget and snmpwalk
C. netstat and tcpdump
D. iotop and traceroute
Answer: B
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